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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

ROTOCONTROL and EMT International 
collaborate with Monopteros  
The collaboration will focus on education in sustainable production and establish qualification measures 
through on-site and remote training. 
 
SIEK, Germany (August 22, 2022) – ROTOCONTROL and EMT International have entered into 
an international collaboration with Monopteros for a comprehensive in-company on-site and 
remote training program addressing sustainability goals for their facilities in Siek, Germany and 
Hobart, USA. The collaboration will focus on education in sustainable production and establish 
qualification measures to ultimately benefit customers in the printing and packaging sector. 

Behind this initiative is the acknowledgement that climate change and ongoing sustainability 
discussions can be seen as an opportunity to introduce targeted measures and an internal 
qualification process, for better business practices today and in the future. The goal of the 
training program is to empower employees, retain and attract 
qualified skilled people, share knowledge and valuable insights, 
and adapt to the newly required management processes and 
reporting. 

Monopteros is an interdisciplinary consulting company with a 
focus on sustainability analysis, management, and education. 
With the theme ‘sustainability in everyday business and 
reporting,’ Monopteros’ aim is to convey the necessary basics, 
create awareness, present the essential tools, and bring a 
common level of knowledge for cross-departmental collaboration 
at ROTOCONTROL and EMT International.  

Topics to be addressed in the modular training and consulting program provided by Monopteros 
include an introduction to sustainability issues, calculating carbon and material footprints, re-
design of products and processes, risk management, sustainability-related reporting, as well as 
implementing related strategies and addressing them in the daily work environment. 

“Being qualified in the area of sustainability is an elementary component of modern business 
management and cooperation with customers in the change towards sustainability,” said Dr. 
Michael Has, partner at Monopteros. “Companies interested in sustainability, and ultimately all 
companies must be, are increasingly asking how they can ensure that production is as 
resource-conserving and energy-saving as possible when it comes to new products or the re-
design of existing production methods and product range.” 
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Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director of ROTOCONTROL, sees this initiative as especially 
beneficial for customers. "Through this cooperation between ROTOCONTROL, EMT 
International, and the well-known consulting company Monopteros, our customers will benefit 
from the assurance that sustainability requirements are a priority to us for printed products and 
services in this industry.  

“Focusing on sustainability as a key part of our portfolio is also beneficial in that, in addition to 
providing sustainable production solutions, it attracts interest from our partners, customers, and 
their customers to this evolving area. 

“We look forward to leveraging these proven qualifications from Monopteros and Dr. Has in the 
area of sustainable production and mandatory reporting for our customers. It is another way we 
are pursuing our mission to ensure our high-performance printing and finishing systems can be 
operated with practical and environmentally sustainable capabilities." 

Those interested in more information about this collaboration program can send a request to 
info@rotocontrol.com or has@monopteros.net. 

About Monopteros GmbH 
Headquartered in Düsseldorf, Monopteros is a leading international strategic partner for 
companies with a range of needs including reorganization, restructuring, and expansion, in 
addition to startup companies. Monopteros has consulted clients through critical phases for 
more than 10 years, especially in the transformation towards a more sustainable business and 
work environment.  
 
We provide the expertise of experienced senior executives and experts in the areas of 
sustainability, human resources, and finance. The full range of business needs are addressed—
from initial analysis to strategy implementation—and we also offer management of tailor-
designed projects in sustainability, finance, and technology, drawing on our in-depth industry 
experience and knowledge.  
 
Monopteros delivers its services both as interim management and hands-on problem solving. 
 
www.monopteros.net 
 
 
About Rotocontrol EMT GmbH 
ROTOCONTROL EMT, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International 
(www.emtinternational.com), designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for 
label inspection, slitting, rewinding, die-cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, 
for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL EMT offers 
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple 
options featuring S-Drive servo technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate 
film and foil materials. 
  
With facilities in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL EMT maintains the highest level of 
product quality through ease of use, absolute control, flexibility with a focus on operator safety 
and efficiency. A large customer support team is based at both facilities providing 24x7 remote 
service. ROTOCONTROL EMT is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products. 
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Meet us at the Finish Line  
www.rotocontrol.com 
www.emtinternational.com  
 
Media Contact: 

Heather Roth | Marketing Communications  
+49 4107 31 49 60 0 
h.roth@rotocontrol.com 
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